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1 . PR0GRiJ.".!E OF TfORK COVERБ^Ю A SPECIFIC PERIOD (Revision by Board): 
Iten 7 of the agenda (document EB7/81) (continuation) 

Section 6.3. Strengthening of national health-adainistrations 

Dr. JAFAR recalled that Dr. Lakshnanan had spoken about the value of 

demonstration teams in strengthening national health-administrations. He too 

believed this to be a vital aspect of ШО'в work. One of the criteria by which 

？ÍHO judged the value of a demonstration team was the ability of the local govern-

ment to continue the work of the te an after it had withdrawn. He believed that, 

throughout South-East Asia, the per capita cost of 7Л0 deoonstration teams 

tended t.o be so high, that local governments could not continue the work. It was 

essential that, before WHO demonstration teams were put in the field, careful 

consideration should be given to the types of people composing them, the natters 

to be dealt with and the per capita cost, with special regard to the continuation 

of the work. 

Dr. STAMP/Д considered that Ш0's duty of strengthening national health-

adininistrations was so important that it should, if necessary, leave other 

aspects of its work aside in order to do it properly. It was clear that the 

pattern of health administration could not be transplanted wholesale from one 

country to another. Not only should the pattern vary according to the locality, 

whether city, industrial region or rural area, but national tradition and social 

and economic conditions must be taken into account. Yet use should be made of 

the experience being accumulated by WHO and a technique of basic requirements 

should be established. Dr. Heidrich, who had worked for the Rockefeller 

Foundation in Indonesia, had published an account of how he believed health 

propaganda should be conducted； much of this account would be useful to 'ЯНО 

demonstration teams. 
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Dr. RAE agreed that there was a potential danger that much of TfflO
1

 s work 

might be nullified unless special care were taken to ensure its continuation. 

He quoted from page 4 of the Director-General
f

s "Progress report on technical 

assistance for economic development" (document EB7/82), in which emphasis was 

laid on the need for assessing the absorptive capacity of countries when 

planning technical assistance programes, and the fact that the ability of 

governmonts to meet additional expenditure and the existence in the country of 

enough personnel to ensure continuity should be considered. A paraphrase of 

that paragraph might, he suggested, be inserted in the paragraph under 

discussion. 

• • 

Dr. HOJER said it was generally accepted that the purpose of the 

demonstration teams v / a s not to impose a rigid scheme on any country, but to 

demonstrate leading ideas on some relevant aspect of public health so that they 

could be used by a relatively large group • Sone failures by demonstration teams 

should not be exaggerated, and he believed that WHO should continue to send such 

teams at the request of Member Governments. 

Dr. STAMPAR explained that he was net opposed to demonstration teams, but 

wanted to emphasize the need for caution in their work* His experience had 

shovm him that it might even bo dangerous to allow a medical expert to address 

the local population on public health. 

Dr. JAFAR said his concern was with two points: (1) the use of 

tíeoonstr&tiou teams to goverments^ and (2) tbe expenditure whioh WHO was 

incurring. As regards the first point, Ш0 should assess how far its 

demonstration teams sent out over the previous three years had succeeded in 
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helping governments to establish methods of control over certain diseases. As 

to tho sacond point, mambsrs of the Board must bear in mind thoir rasponsibility 

as trustses for tho funds contributed by the МзпЬег States and considar 

carafully how to avoid wasting then on programmas nràiich could not be followed 

up. As had been jmphasiaed by Dr. Rae, the development of health services was 

intimately linked with the stage of economic devslopment reached by a given 

country, . 

Dr. de PiiULA SOUZA referred to another book by Dr« Hdidrich, on his work in 

Peru. There, Dr. Heidrich was' deliberately proceeding cautiously. The 

book described how he was able gradually to convinco peopla of tha value, of ths 

services he was trying to introduce and how he had succeeded to a point at váiich 

they themselves asksd for ths sarvic^s. One instance of the success of such 

methods was to be found in a district of tha Amazon valley, иЛзге tiie.. people 

had not urily demanded treatment of the v/ator but had collected the monay to pay 

for it。 Such езфеПепсз could usefully guida members of WHO demonstration 

tüauü and ；show thera the value of making a preliminary appraisal of local 

conditions, and then of saving that thé work became an integral part of the life 

of the community and employed local people. 

The history of health cantreg showsd that they often grew out of, a special 

campaign against such diseases as tuberculosis or hookworm. It had Ьзеп found 

that one madical aspect could not Ьз isolated from tha whole field of public 

hsalth, and that if an attempt vras made to split msdical services into 

compartments ths result was a lack of general support. 

Dr
e
 BRAVO notad with pío asuro that tha Board .seoiued tç Ьз r.grood on ths 

dependence of any "work in public health on tho *.
г

йю1.з life of the. community. It 
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was not only the average member of the public who needed education in health 

matters¡ leaders of industry and members of the government all needed to be 

convinced that no plan of economic and industrial development could be success-

ful unless protection for the human factor was provided in the ehnpe of pr.blic-

health services• Those ideas should be included in the report under discussion, 

• • , . , . 二 ’ . 

.Dr.. HOJER recalled that there had in the past been a suggestion chat a 

leaflet should be prepared describing the basic philosophy of demonstration 

work for the instruction of demonstration teams, 

Dr. ALLYÍOOD-P/iREDES explained that his view of a public-health unit was an 

administrative unit at the local level which would unite 'all health activities 

going on in the commxmity and whose object was to serve the social unit, i.e. 

the family. Such public-health units had been proved to be the cheapest and 

most efficient in all types of community, from the most prosperous to the poorest. 

Opinion in the Board seemed to be unanimous on the point， and might equally 

agree on an addition to that part of the report "which was being discussed. He 

suggested, therefore, that the last paragraph in section 6*3
v

of document EB7/81 

should be amended to read as follows: 

Governments will be encouraged to establish in selected areas a 
limited number of health units, the nature and composition of Tfhi.ch 
wculd be specially adapted to the health needs of the country, and where 
possible connected with teaching and education centres• 

The national and local public-health administrations would decide on the 

character of the programmes to be carried out; WHO would ensure only the 

principle of unity of action in the field and of service to society with the 

family as the receiving unit
f 
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Dr
 t
 JAFAR thought that some of the difficulties with demonstration teams 

arose from Y!H〇
f

 s preference for using members of its ovvn staff. He suggested 

that the Board should adopt the principle that as many local people as possible 

should be employed in the teams, and where TfflO was satisfied that the local 

authority had the necessary qualified personnel only supplies and advice 

should be provided.. 

Dr., HYDE thought Dr. Jafar was really raising again the general principle 

vaguely described in sub-paragraph 1(b) of the working paper. The Board should 

study the experience so far obtained in services provided to governments, and 

try to guide the Organization towards a more successful relationship in this 

respect
#
 He suggested, therefore, that the Director-General should be asked 

to prepare a review and analysis of his experience in this field for 

consideration by the ninth session of the Board and subsequently by the Fifth 

World Health Assembly. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL declared that the discussion which was taking place 

was of great value to the planning staff of the Organization。 The attitude 

that public-health administration should be regarded as part of the whole life 

of the community had been in the background of the teaching given to most of 

the public-health experts employed by It was recognized that it was not 

possible to advance a backward people several generations in a few years, but 

only to guide them towards the next appropriate step in development
 #
 To assist 

in this work, WHO was employing a cultural anthropologist, whose value had been 

proved
# 

Yffl〇 recognized its responsibility of helping governments to ensure that the 

large amounts of money being spent in the health field by various international 
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agencias would do permanent good. 

As regards the briefing givan to consultants and experts employed by 而0, 

he explained that they were usually brought to haadquartars for several days to 

stucfy the views of the Executive Board and tho World Health Assembly on the 

background of their ж>гк. From Geneva they want to the regional office, whore 

both th^y and those who wont thero direct from their own country v/егз given 

material to raad on local conditions. Tha resional officos тозге praparing a 

numbsг of surveys of local conditions, soma of tham exhaustiva, which would also 

Ьз usaful later in enabling 7Ш0 to assess tha rasults of its тогк, in particular 

how living conditions and tha attituda of the population towirds health had 

improved. 

At no time, had there been any intention to standardize demonstration 

teams. Regional directors were obtaining axporiancs iwhich enabled them to 

adapt the composition, type of staff and approach of each demonstration team to 

local requirements. 

Dr. Jafar had rnada a proposal that Ш0 should, as far as possible, finance, 

stimulate and guide effort largoly undortakan with local personnel. That would 

be possible in very few countries, and even there -vrould certainly give rise to 

complications on relative ratas of pay. Perhaps the Board would wish to 

s u

S i
á s t t h e

 item for inclusion on ths aganda of the Fifth World Hjalth Assembly, 

Th3 process of deciding and how denonstration teams should work wcs 

und
3
r

3
oin2 a gradual changa, and was baing transferred from haadquartors, via the 

regional offices into the individual countries. By 1951 each country, assisted 

by tschnical advice from the regional offices would begin to draw up the 

programme of Ш0 service and by this maans every programme would be adaptad to 

1осг1 needs. 
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Dr. JAFAR supported Dr. Hyde*s su^gastion that the Director-General should 

.ba asked to survey experience with demonstration teams and report to the ninth 

session of-the Exacutivs Board, 

The CHAIRMAN expressed particular gratificcition at the discussion, v / h i c h 

was an ехглр1е of thj Board's work in ^uidin^ technical developmants to noot 

world hJalth needs. 

He subastad that the Rapporteurs should take account of tha followinc 

points in the report bas^d on document EB7/81: 

1. The use of demonstration teams, units o t c” in stran^thening national 

haalth administrations required a careful introduction into areas to meet 

local need and demand. (Reference could be made at this point to the 

paragraph on page 4 of document ËB7/82, quoted by Dr
t
 Rae). Such 

introduction must, of course, be fully dependent on consultation with local 

organizations and authorities. 

2. The introduction of those demonstration methods must be carefully 

adapted to social, economic, agricultural and industrial conditions on the 

spot. Additional account should be taken of： 

(a) the administrative and constitutional structure of the country; 

and 

(b) the nature of local services and rasourcos. . 

3* Demonstration methods, in regard to personnel, apparatus, techniques 

and funds
y
 should be adapted to local conditions, so that local 

administrations could incorporate the work into thair own systems and 

continue it. 

4, All demonstration work for the purpose of strengthening local and 
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national health administrations should be introduced by.preliminary 

discussionswith and by the regional organizations• 

(5) ThG systam required continuous appraisal, in ordar to test the 

efficiency of methods and techniques. 

Finally, the Board should state that it wished to have the vàola problem 

reviewed at its ninth session, for subsequent consideration by the Fifth World 

Health Assembly» 

It was so agreed. 

Dr
#
 BERNARD suggested thr.t the Dir。с tor-General should givs concrato 

examples of successful and unsuccessful demonstration units in his report. 

The DIRECTOR-GENER/iL said it mi¿ht be difficult to prisant the 

experience ^ainad in such a short time in such form that_ it would lead to an 

understanding of how to improve УШО
1

 s practica. In another two years the 

experience gained, would be still more valuable, but there was already sufficient 

material for a report to be made to the ninth sossion of the Executive Board. 

In reply to Dr
#
 Bernard, he said that it might be possible to select examples of 

successful and unsuccessful methods for the Board^ s consideration® 

Section 6>4
è
 Professional and Technical Education and Training o£ Madical and 

Aircilitiry Personnel ' ' " ' 

Dr. HOJER suj^asted that in rddrafting this saction the text of ths 

working papar should ba usad as с pi-oliminary statemant, with the addition of a 

section to с ovar tha comments made at th-э currant maeting. 

His suggestion was accepted, tha C H A I H _ pointing out that the section 
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might in any сазз nead modification as a ra suit of the discussion at the Fourth 

World Health Assembly. 

The DIR2GT0R-GENERAL asked tha Board to notü that, of the increase in the 

1952 budjet ovar I95I of approximately ¿2,000,000， ¿1,500,000 was for field work, 

and. of that amount 60多 was for education and. training. That indicated the 

changing oriantation of ths Organization; education and training wc.s an 

increasins • responsibility, с1зarly recojnizad by. the sovjrnments #10 had 

made the requests "which accounted for so large a proportion of ths increase in 

the 1952 budjet. 

Dr. STAMPAR, supportins the Director-General»s statement, reminded 

members of the Board that there had previously been considerable opposition to 

that idea, particularly in regard to the provision of fellowships. He was glad 

the idea had now gained so much ground. He underlined the rôle of the 

regional coramitteo s, who felt that the standard, of education of technical 

personnel was most important. 

Dr. JAFAR also emphasized the importance of technical education and training 

of medical and auxiliary personnel, repeating that, whilst the training of 

auxiliary personnel was proceeding rapidly, vary little was bainj done in 

connexion vdth the basic training of tha doctor, vjho wcs the pivot of all 

activities in the fiáld. He realized that approximately 4,1,500,000 of the 

increase in the budget had*been provided for madical education and training; 

what he would ask was that a larja proportion of the 1952 bui^et be devoted to 

provision of qualified teachers in different subjects to sovernments who mads 

requests for them. He would further suggest, if his proposal тез re accepted, 
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that the Director-General be asked to maintain a list of qualified teachers 

who would be available from countries which could spare then, so that ar̂ r 

country m s h i n g to start an institution or to expand an existing one could, 

through the assistance of 7Ш0, be provided with suitable persons with the 

least possible delay. 

• The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that Dr. Jafar had put his finger on yet another 

of the difficult problems confronting the Organization. The maintenance of a 

list would be difficult, as it would' become obsolete after a week. Attempts 

had been made at headquarters to maintain lists of specialists who were or might 

be available, but the degree of availability varied so much that a large staff would 

would be needed to keep such lists up to date. Experience had shoi/m that, by 

keeping in touch m t h teaching institutions, a request from a regional office for 

a particular type of person could be met without much delay. HG added that other 

specialized agencies had tried to keep such lists, but had met with the same 

difficulties, and in most cases had abandoned the attempt. It had been found 

that very few people would put their names on any list as being generally 

available• 

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA considered that the question would be the central point 

of discussions at the Fourth '7orld Health Assembly, which would show what could 

be done. He called the attention of members of the Board to the report of the 

Expert Committee on Professional and Technical Education of Medical and Auxiliary-

Personnel and stressed the importance of the fellowship .programme, the success of 

which depended, greatly on the measure of support received from governments. There 

were divergent views on the best methods of preparing such a list, but. he thought 

there was agreement on the need for giving opportunity for the greatest . 
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possible number of doctors to specialize in public health- in that the 

provision of fellowships would play an essential part. 

Dr。ALOTOOD-PMEDES believed it would be premature, at the current stage of 

development of public-health services, to emphasize the acceptance of an agreed 

minimum.level for all countries: to do so might give the impression that the 

Board did not understand how primitive were the conditions still prevailing in 

certain countries in regard to public-health teaching. He therefore suggested 

that no reference be made to an agreed international minimum level, at least 

in respect of the period 1952 to 1955. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL asked if Dr. Allwood-Paredes would accept a suggestion 

that the Expert Committee on Professional and Technical Education of Medical and 

Auxiliary Personnel be asked to study the question at its next session, as a 

preliminary to further consideration by the Executive Board. 

D r

- AbLWOOD-P^EDES replied that the situation in the greater part of the 

Trorld was such that all that could be hoped for was the beginning of the 

training of public-health personnel. To think in terms of minimum levels for 

the next four years would not be realistic: such levels might be desirable for 

the second stage, but not for the initial period. 

It was agreed that the Rapporteurs should take account of 

Dr. Allwood-Рагй, Í3S ‘ comments in their draft. 

Section 6,5, Other Activities 

There was no discussion on the text of the working paper. 

ííiEil^i：^
 I t w a

-
s

 agreed that the Rapporteurs should prepare a document on 
the basis of the working paper (document EB7/81), taking into account the 
comments of members of the Board. 
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Tho DIRECTCR-GENExR/iL, reverting to thô question raised by Dr. Jafar on the 
I 

provision by WHO of supplies and advice in preference to the employment of ；7H0 

personnel, said there had been no clear-cut resolution by the Health Assembly in 

regard to provision by the Organization of that type of service, although the 

Board, had indicated the general policy and sane discussion had taken place in 

the Health Assemblies. He suggested that it might be desirable for the Board to 

consider the matter further. It would mean a change in policy but he believed 

that, so long as it was strictly limited to particular countries in a particular 

situation, the provision of such services could be very valuable. 

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA thought Dr. Jafar's proposal was extremely interesting 

in itself. If the Board could find a method of defining accurately what should 

Ъе the action of the Organization in that connexion, there would be no doubt 

about the desirability of supporting it. He feared, however, that it might be 

open to abuse； for example, although in certain countries or areas it might be 

possible -within certain limits, to employ local staff on ШЮ projects, other 

countries might go further and attempt to maintain a local servies financed by 

W H O . Before supporting the proposal, he would like an opportunity to study it 

further. 

Dr. JAFAR, replying to Dr. de Paula Souza, said that what he had intended to 

suggest was not that national governments should approve their own personnel in 

relation to their suitability for the projects but that 7ÍH0 should approve their 

technical qualifications. 

The Board accepted the Chairman's suggestion that further discussion of the 

question be postponed, to the following meeting, when Dr. Jafar would submit a 

memorandum. 
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The CHAIRMAN thanked the Director-General, on behalf of the Board, for the 

work he had done in preparing the working paper (document EB7/81) as a basis for 

discussion. 

2 . NEGOTIATIONS WITH UNICEF: REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON HEALTH POLICY, 

UNICEFAÍHO: Item 1 6 . 2 of the agenda (documents EB7/74 and EB7/86) 

LONG-RANGE ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN: Item 16.5Д of the agenda 

(documents EB7/45, Add.l and Corr.l) 

At the request of the Chairman, Dr. FCBREST, Director, Division of 

Co-ordination of Planning and Liaison, introduced the report on negotiations 

with UNICEF requested by the Executive Board at its sixth session (document 

ЕБ7/74). 

He suggested that the Board should examine first document EB7/45, which 

gave the history of events in terms of legislation, and then the report on 

negotiations with UNICEF (document EB7/74) and the report of the WHO members of 

the Joint Committee on Health Policy, UNICEF/lTHO (EB7/86). 

Dr. Forrest recalled that the Third Y/orld Health Assembly had. discussed the 

subject of long-range activities for children - which comprised most of UNICEF's 

activities but for which UNICEF had опДу partial responsibility - and other 

relationships with UNICEF. During the years up to 1950, a UNICEF/limO 

relationship had been built u p . At the end of 1950 the future of UNICEF had 

been in the hands of the General Assembly of the United Nations, which had 

ultimately decided that the Fund should be continued in a modified form, as 

noted in document EB7/45, In the light of that decision, the Board would no 

doubt be interested in the history of the various negotiations with UNICEF, which 

formed an almost day-to-day function of ТШ0 (document EB7/74). Document ЕБ7/86 

contained the recommendations of tiie members of the Board who had represented 

VfHO on the Joint Committee on Health Policy, UMCEF/ïîHO. 
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At the Chairman's request, Dr。HYDE presented the report of tjie four 而 0 

members of the Joint Committee on Health Policy, UNICEiVl/ÍHC^ who had considered 

the question of whether that committee should be continued, 

He said that the group夕 whilst recognizing that the administrations of the 

two organizations had been able to develop desirable patterns of relationship, 

an inproved atmosphere and a wider area of understanding) had nevertheless 

felt that, since the re-solution of the General Assembly of the United Nations 

continued UNICEF essentially in its original form but with somewhat modified 

terms of reference for its programme, and since it was still necessary for WHO 

to undertake techm.caL responsibilities for UNICEF health programmes, the -Joint 

Committee on Health Policy^ UNICEF/îTHOj should be maintained to deal with any-

further problems of policy and programme which might arise and to guide the 

development of an even closer relationship over a period of time
 0 

Dr. ELIOT，. Assistant Director-General^, Department of Advisory Services, 

called attention to certain points of interest to the Board in the resolution of 

the General Assembly of the United Nations (reproduced, in document EB7/45), 

particularly sub-paragraph (5) of the resolution. (page 2), She also pointed out 

that the Executive Board of UNICEF had been reconstituted (pages 6 and 7), and that 

the functions of the Fund had been broadened (page 3)： the Executive Board of 

UNICEF had been given authority to carry out certain functions in accordance with 

principles which might be laid down by the Economic and Social Gotncil ar.d its 
* . 

Social Commission
e
 Sub-paragraph 6 (c) of the resolution (page 3) contained a 

new point: "That the Executive Board shall take all necessary steps to ensure 

close collaboration between the Administration of the Fund and the specialized 

agencies, pursuant to the agreements between the United Nations and the 

specialized •agencies" • 
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On pa.;es 4 and 5 теге set forth statements of certain policies which the 

Director-Gene ral proposée! to emphasize in carrying forward the relationship with 

UNICEF; the points in paragraph 8.8 (paje 8) had been taken into consideration 

by the -,Ш0 members of the Joint Committee on Health Policy, UNICEF/",ilHO, in 

preparing their report. 

In reply to a question by Dr. HYDE regarding responsibility for convening 

meetings of the Joint Committeo on Health Policy, Dr. E U O T said it rested with 

^з Chairman but that either organization c'juld ask for a mee tins to Ьз called. 

Dr。HYDE suggested, that the Director-General be given authority to call a 

meeting of the comniittee during the Fourth V/orld Health Assembly if he 

considered it desirable, 

D r

« ELIOT thought Dr, Hyde
1

 s suggestion was a good one and that a mseting 

might be called at the time of the Health Assembly^ during ths eighth session 

of the Executive Board, or, as had been done the previous year, between «he end 

of the Health Assembly and the Executive Board session, 

Professor CHAPERIA asked vihat would be the relationship between the 

Executive Board of Ш0 and the governing body of UNICEF, 

Dr. FORREST explained th3 nature of the procedure by which the Joint 

Committee on Health Policy, UNICSF/WHO, had been established. He pointed out 

that UNICEF did not have an Assembly and that there had never been a written 

agreement signed by members of the Executive Boards of both organizations. The 

Joint Committee on Health Polipy was a committee of the tvro Boards, but not of 

the two Secretariats. It had bsen established pursuant to a resolution of the 

First World Health Assembly, and a similar resolution adopted by th3 Executive 
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Board of UNICEF. Presumably the existing arrangements between the two 

orcaniaations would continue without interruption. 

Dr. RAE proposed that the draft resolution in dodunent EB7/86 should be 

forwarded to the Fourth ¥orld Health Assembly. 

The CHAIRMN reminded the Board that，in adopting the draft resolution, 

they would be approving the general policy suggested by the Director-General 

in document EB7/45, and thus dealing with the two problems - the continuing 

needs of children and the relations with UNICEF. 

Decision; The draft resolution was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon 
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1. PROGRAMME OF WORK COVERING A SPECIFIC PERIOD (Revision by Board) 

Item 7 of the Agenda (Document EB7/81) (continuation) 

Section Strengthening of national hsalth administrations (continuation) 

Dr. JAFAR recalled that Dr
#
 Lakshmanan had spoken about the value of 

demonstration teams in strengthening national health administrations. He too 

believed this to be a vital aspect of WHO'S work« One of the criteria by 

•which WHO judged the value of a demonstration team was the ability of the local 

government to continue its work after it had mthdra-wn. He believed that, 

throughout South-East Asia^ the per capita cost of "WHO demonstration teams 

tended to be so high that local governments'could not continue their work. It 

was essential that careful consideration should be given^ before 1Ш0 

demonstration teams were put in the field, to the types of people composing 

them, the matters to be dealt with and the per capita cost，vdth special 

regard to the continuation of the work. 

Dr
t
 STAMPAR considered that WHO

1

s duty of strengthening national health 

administrations was so important that it should, if necessary, laave other 

aspects of its work aside in order to do this properly• It was clear that the 

pattern of health administration could not be transplanted i^iolesale from one 

country to another. Not only should the pattern vary according to the 

locality, "whether city, industrial region or rural area, but national tradition 

and socio-economic conditions must be taken into account. Yet use should be 

made of the experience being accumulated by Ш0 and a technique of basic 

requirements should ba established. Dr. Heidrich, who had т/rorked for tha 

Rockefeller Foundation in Indonesia, had published an account of how he 

believed health propaganda should be conducted， much of which m>uld be useful to 

"WHO demonstration teams. 
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Dr
s
 RAE agreed that there was a potential danger thu't much of ШО'э work • 

might be nullified unless spacial care vrere taken to ensure its continuation. 

He quoted from pa
S
e 4 of the Director-General's "Progress report on technical 

assistance for economic development" (document EB7/82), in which emphasis was 

laid on the need for assessing the absorptive capacity of countries vrtisn 

planning technical assistanca programmes, and th
3
 fact that the ability of 

governments to meet additional expenditure and the existence in tha country of 

enough personnel to ensura continuity should be considered. A paraphrase of 

that paragraph might, Ы suggested, Ьз insertad in the paragraph under 

discussion. 

Dr. HOJER said it was generally accepted that the purpose of the 

demonstration teams was not to impose a rigid scheme on any country, but to 

demonstrate leading ideas on some relavant aspect of public health so that they 

could be ussd by a relatively large group. Some failures by demonstration 

teams should not be exaggerated, and ha believed that WHO should continue to 

send them at the request of Member Governments. 

Dr. STAMPAR explained that ho was not opposad to demonstration teams, but 

w a n t 3 d t 0

 ^phasize the need for caution in their work. His experience had 

showi him that it might even be dangarous to allow a medical expert to address 

the local population on public health» 

Dr. JiiFAR said his concern wc.c váth two points ? (1) the use of 

demonstration teams to governments; and (2) the expenditure which WHO was 

incurring. As regards the first point, ШЮ should assess how far its 

demonstration teams sent out ovar the pravious three years had succeeded in 
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helping governments to establish methods of control over certain diseases. As 

to tho second point, membars of the Board must bear in mind their responsibility 

as trustees for' tho funds contributed by the МзшЬег States and consider 
‘ . . . - • 

• , » ‘ ‘ . • 

carefully how to avoid wasting them on programmes which could not be folio-wed 

up
#
 Ás had been emphasized by Dr, Rae, the development of health services was 

intimately linked with the stage of economic development reached by a given 

country• • . 

Dr, de PAULA SOUZA referred' to another book by Dr* Haidrich, on his work in 

Peru
#
 There, Dr, Heidrich was deliberately proceeding cautiously. The 

book described how he was able gradually to convince peoples of th.3 value .of the 

services he was trying to introduce and how he had succeeded to a point at váiich 

they themselves askad for the services. Опз instance of the success of such ' • • • 

methods was to be found in a district Qf the Amazon valley, т/йгзге the people： 

had not only demanded treatment of tho v/ator but had collected the топэу to pay 

for it. Such experience could usefully guida members of WHO demonstration 
• • • . - • " 

teams and show them the value of making a preliminary appraisal of local 
. • • •‘ 

conditions, and than of seeing that the work Ьзсат$ an integral part of the life 

of the community and employed local people» 

The histoiy of health centres showed that they often grew out of a special 

campaign against such disaasas as tuberculosis or hookworm. It had been found 

that one medical aspect could not be isolated from the .whole field of public 

health, and that if an attempt was made to split medical services into 

compartments the result was a lack of general support, 
• > • • j » • , : • . : • '.. •, 

• • 、 . . . 

Dr
#
 BRAVO notad with pleasure that the Board seamed to be agreed on the 

depjndence of any work in public haalth on the "wholvB life, of the community. ‘. It 
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was not only the average member of the public who needed education in health 

matters; leaders of industry and membsrs of ths governnent all needed to be . 

convinced that no plan of economic and industrial development could Ьз successful 

unless protection for the human factor wcs provided in tha shape of public-haalth 

services. Those idees should be includsd in the report' under discussion. 

D r

-
 H 0 J E R

 recalled that there had in tha past bean a suggestion that » 

leaflet should be prepared describing ths basic philosophy of demonstration work 

for the instruction of demonstration terjns. 
• ‘ « 

D r

' ^LL^OD-P^REDES explained that his. view of a public-health unit was an 

administrative unit at the local level which would unite all health activities 

going on in the community and whose object wrs to serve the social unit, i.
3
. the 

family. Such units had been proved to be the cheapest and most efficient in 

all typas of community, from the most prosperous to the poorest. Opinion in the 

Board seemed to be unanimous on the point, гпс! mi
S
ht equally agrae on an addition 

to that part of the report which was bsing discussed. Ha suggested/ therefore, 

that the last paragraph in aection 6.3 of docunant EB7/81 should be amended to 

read as follows: 

"Governments will be encouragsd to establish in selected areas a limited 

T ! V f
 h

L
a l t

í
 U

?
i t S

‘
 t h e n a t u r s

 _ 纖position of which 職 I d be s p e ^ a l t 
切 ， h e a l t h nseds of the country, and where possible connected vdth 

teaching and adueation centras," 

The national and local public-health administrations would dacide on the 

character of the programmes to be carried out; Ш0 would ensure only the 

principle of unity of action in the fisld and of service to society with the 

•family as ths receiving unit» 
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'Dr. J/JAR thought that som-з of tha difficulties with deisonstra-tion teams 

i v' . • - . . • 
arose from Ш0

!

 s preference for using members of its ошх^ staff. He suggested 
. « / • . 

• • . . . . ; . • . . • • 

that the Board should adopt the principle that as many local -people as possible 
... . . . 4 . . •‘ • • 

should Ьз employed in the teams, and "where Ш0 was satisfied that the local 
• • * • 

authority had the necessary qualified personnel should provide only supplies and 

advice• 

Dr» HYDE thought Dr, Jafar was really raising again the general principle 

vaguely described in paragraph 1(b) of the woiicing paper. The Board should 

study the experience so far obtained in services provided to governments, and 

try to guide the Organization towards a more successful relationship in this 

respact. He suggested, therefore, that the Di re с to r-Ge rie ral should be asked 

to prepare a review and analysis"of his experience in tñis field for 

consideration by the ninth session of the Board and subsequently by tha Fifth 

World Ha alth Assembly, 

The DlkECTOR-GENERAL declared that the discussion which was taking place 
, 、 • * • 

was of great value to the planning staff of the Organization. The attitude 

that public-health administration should be regarded as part of the whole life of 

the community had been in the background of tha te aching givan to most of the 

public-health experts employed by Ш0. It was recognized that it was not 
-.‘ . . ： • . . • 

possible to advance a backward people several generations in a few years^ but 
• . . . . •‘ 

. • ‘ 

only to guide them towards the next appropriate step in development. To assist 

in this work, TOO was employing a cultural anthropologist^, whose value had been 

proved. . 

WHO recognized its responsibility of helping governments to ensure that the 

large amounts of money being spent in the health field by various international 
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agencies would do permanent good. , 

As regards the bridfing givan to consultants and experts employsd by WHO, 

he explained that they were usually brought to haadquGrtars for several days to 

study the views of the Executive Board and tho World Health Assembly on the 

background of thair work. From Ganeva they want to the regional office, whore 

both they c.nd those who want tha re direct fron their cran country vors given 

material to raad on local conditions. The regional offices теге preparing a 

number of surveys of local conditions, soma of them exhaustivo, which would also 

be useful later in enablins 7ЛЮ to c^sess tha results of its work, in particular 

how living conditions and the attitudo of tho population totvards health had 

improved. 

At no time, had there bean any intention to standardize demonstration 

teams. Regional directors were obtaining axpsrience which enabled thorn to 

adapt the composition, type of staff and approach of each demonstration team to 

local requirements. 

Dr, Jafar had made a proposal that Ш0 should, as far as possible, finance, 

stimulate and guide effort largsly undortakan m t h local personnel. That would 

be possibla in very few countries, and avan there would certainly givs rise to 

complications on ralative rat3S of ргу. Perhaps the Board would wish to 

s u 2

-
a s t t h v 3 i t a m f o r

 inclusion on ths agenda of the Fifth World Health Assembly. 

T h 3

 P
r o c e

s s of deciding vahare and how demonstration teams should work wcs 

und^r-oing г gradual changa, and wes bsing transferid from haadquartars, via the 

r d

S
i o n a l 0 f f i c 3 S i n t 0

 _ individual countries. By 1 ^ 1 each country, assisted 

by technical advice from the regional officas would begin to draw up ths 

programme of Ж0 service and by this тзолз evary programme vrould be adaptod to 

local needs• 
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Dr. JAFAR supported Dr。Hyde is sungostion that the Diroctor-General should 

be asked to survey experience with dbnonstration teams and report to the ninth 

session of the Exacutiva Board., . 

The CHAIRMAN expressed particular gratification at the discussion, which 

was an excnple of thj Board
1

s work in juidin^ technical davelopnants to moot 

world hJalth needs。 

He susgastddthat the Rapporteurs should take account of the following 

points in the report basad on document EB7/31; 

1. The use of demonstration teams^ units o t c” in strengthening national 

health administrations requirad a carsful introduction into areas to meet 

local need and d e m a n d ( R a f e r a n e e could be made at this point to the 

paragraph on page 4 of document EB7/82, quoted by Dr
0
 Rae)• Such 

introduction must^ of course <； be fully dependent on consultation with local 

organizations and authorities, 

2. The introduction of those demonstration mathods must Ъе сarefully-

adapted to social, aconomio, agricultural- and industrial conditions on the 

spot. Additional account should ba taken ofj 

(a) the administrative and constitutional structure of the country; 

and 

(b) the nature of local sorvicas and rosourсоs» 

3. Demonstration methods^ in regard to personnel^ apparatus, techniques 

and funds, should be adapted to local conditions, so that local 

administrations could incorporate the work into their ото systems and 

continue it。 
4

e
 All demonstration work for the purpose of strengthening local and 
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national health administrations should be introduced by preliminary 

discussions with and by the regional organizations• 

5, The systam required continuous appraisal in ordar to test the 

efficiency of methods and techniques. 

Finally, the Board should state that it wished to have the iññole problem 

reviewed at its ninth session, for subsequent consideration by the Fifth World 

Health Assembly. 

It was so agreed, 

Dr, BERNARD suggested thc.t the Diroctor-General should giva concrete 

examples of successful and unsuccessful demonstration units in his report. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said it might be difficult to present the 

experience ^ainad in such a short time in such form that it would lead to an 

understanding' of how to improve Ш0* s practice. In another two years the 

experience gained would be still more valuable
9
 but there was already sufficient 

material for a report to be made to the ninth session of the Executive Board, 

In reply to Dr
#
 Bernard, he said that it might be possible to select examples of 

successful and unsuccessful methods for the Board^s consideration. 

Section 6,4: Professional and Technical Education and Training of Medical and 
Aiccilitiiy Personnel — ― ― — — — — — — — 

Dx\ HOJER suggested that in redrafting this section the text of the 

working paper should be used as c. preliminary statement, with the addition of a 

section to с ovar the comments made at tha currant meeting. 

His suggestion was accepted, the CHAIRMAN pointing out•that the section 
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might in any caso need modification as a result of the discussion at the Fourth 

World Health Assembly. 

« 

The DIRECTOR-GENEWX askacl the Board to note that, of the increase in the “ 

1952 budget over 1951 of approximately ООО,000, 500,000 was for fisld v/ork
5 

and of that amount 60% was for education and training. That indicated the 

changing orientation of tho Organization; education and training was an 

increasing 1Ш0 responsibility, clearly roco^nizocl by the govjrnments -who had 

made the requests T/riiich accounted for so large a proportion of the incraasa in 

the 1952 budget. 

Dr‘，STAMPAR, supporting tha Director-General^s statement, reminded 

membsrs of the Board that there had previously been considerable opposition to 

that idea， particularly in regard to the provision of fellowships• He was glad 

the idea had now gained so much ground. Ha underlined the r61e of the 

regional committees, who felt that the standard of education of technical 

personnel was most important, 

Dr, JAFAR also emphasized the importance of technical education and training 

of medical and auxiliary personnel, rapaating that, vdiilst the training of 

auxiliary personnel was proceeding rapidly, vary little was beinj done in 

connexion with the basic training of tha doctor, vñio wc.s the pivot of all 

activities in the fiald. He realized that approximately ^1,500^000 of tha 

increase in the budget had been provided for medical education and trainingj 

what he would ask was that a lar^a proportion of the 1952 bui¿dt be devobad to 

provision of qualified teachers in different subjects to sovernments who mads 

requests for them» He would further suggest, if his proposal were accepted, 
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that the Director-General be asked to maintain a list of qualified teachers 

who would be available from countries -which could spar白 them, so 

country wishing to start an institution or to expand an existing 

through the assistance of Ш0
9
 be provided with suitable persons 

least possible delay. 

* 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that Dr. Jafar-had put hia finjar 

another of tha difficult problems confrontins the OrC^iz^ion. 

maintenance of a list would be difficulty as it would Ъасошз obsolete after a 

•wsek» Attempts had been made at headquarters to maintain, lists of 

specialists yAio жего or might be available, but the de¿Td8 of availability 

varied so much that a large staff would be needed to keep such lists up to 

date. Experience had showi that, by keeping ixu touch with teaching 

institutions, a request from a regional office for a particular type of person 

» 

could be met without much delay. He added that other specialized agencies had 

tried to keep such lists， but had met with the same difficulties, and in most 

cases had abandoned the attempt• It had baen found that very few people would 

put their names on any list as being generally available. 

Dr
#
 de PAUL；. SOUZA considered that the question would be the central 

point of discussions at the Fourth World Haalth Assembly, which would show vrtiat 

could be dona. He called tha attention of members of the Board to the report 
« é 

of the Expert Committea on Professional and Technical Education and stressed 

the importance of the fellowship pro¿ramine^ tha success of which depended 

greatly on the measure of support received from governments. There were 

divergent views on the best methods of preparing such a list
3
 but he thought 

there was agreement on the need for opportunity being given for the greatest 

that any. 

one could, 

with the 

on yet 

Tha 
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possible number of doctors to specialize in public health, in vdiich the . 

provision of fellowships vrould play an essential part. 

Dr. i.LLLroOD-P,..REDES Ьз lie ved it would be premature, at the current stage of 

development -of public health services, to emphasize the acceptance of an agreed 

minimum level for all countriesî to do so might give the impression that the 

Board did not understand how primitive wsre the conditions still prevailing in 

certain countries in regard to public-health teaching. He therefore suggested 

that no reference be made to an agreed international minimum level, at least in 

respect of the period 1952 to 1955. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL askad if Dr. ALL'^OD-PiJlEDES would accept a . 

suggestion that the Expert Committee on Professional and Technical Education be 

askdd to study the question at its next session, as a preliminary to further 

consideration by the Exacutivs Board, . 

Dr. ALLWOOD-P/iREDES replied that the situation in the greater part of the 

world was such that all that could be hoped for was the beginning of the 

training of public-health personnel. To think in terms of minimum levels for 

the next four years would not be. realistic： such levels might be desirable for 

the second stage, but not for the initial period.-

It was agreed that the Rapporteurs should take account of 

Dr. Allwood-Paredes' comments in their draft. 

Section 6.5 Other Activities 

f
There was no discussion on the text of the yrorkins paper. 

Decision:工t.was agreed that the Rapporteurs should prepare a document on 
the basis of tha vrorking paper (EB7/81)， taking into account the comments of 
members of tha Board» 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, Kvartins to the question raised by Dr. Jafar on the 

provision by VfflO of. supplias and advice in preference to the employment of ïfflO 

personnel, said there had Ьезп no clear-cut resolution by the Health Assembly in 

regard to provision by the Organization of that type of service, although the 

Board had indicated the general policy and some discussion had taken place in 

the Assemblies. He suggested that it might be desirable for the Board to 

consider the matter further. It would.mean a change in policy but he believed 

that, so long as it was strict^ limited to^particular countries in a particular 

situation, the provision of such services could be very valuable. 

Dr. de P A U U SOUZA thought Dr. Jafar's proposal was extremely interesting 

in itsolf. If the Boari could find a method of defining accurately iwhat should 

be the action of the Organization in that Connexion, there would be no doubt 

about the desirability of supporting it.. . He feared, howevsr, that it might be 
• • 

open to abuse; for example, although in certain countries or areas it mi
3
ht be 

possible within certain limits, to employ local staff on Ш0 projects, other 

countries might go furthar and attempt to maintain a local service financsd by 

Ж0. Bafora supportinj the proposal, ha would like an opportunity to study
 i t • * 

further
e 

Dr. JAFW，replying to Dr. de* Paula. Souza, said that ^yhat he had intended to 

s u g

-°
s t

 •
 n o t t h a t

 national governments should approve their omi personnel in 

relation to their suitability for the projects but that Ш0 should approve their 

technical qualifications. ……"‘ •.. ....•、—— 

The Bo
£
rd accepted the Chairman's

 S
u

S 3
3stion that further discu^fon.. of the 

question be postponed to the folloïdng-meeting, whan Dr. Jafar would submit a 

memorandum. 
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Th-з CHAIRMAN' thankad -the Di гз с to r- Ge ne ral, on behalf of the Board, for the 

work ho had done in preparing the working paper"(document SB7/81) as a basis for 

• . • . ‘ »•.''. • • - ‘ • 
discussion» 

等 • - : . • 

2. NEGOTL.TIONS ^ITH UNICEF: REPORT OF THE JOINT UNICEF/^HO HEALTH POLICY 
COMMITTEE: Item.léu2 of the Agenda (Documents' EB7/74 and EB7/86) 

、 LONG-RANGE ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN: Item. 1“5Л of the Agenda 
(Documents EB7/45, M d . l and Corr.l) 

At the request of tte Chairman, Dr» FORREST, Director, Division of 

Co-ordination of Planning and Liaison, introduced the report on negotiations 

vdth UNICEF requasted by the Executive Board at its sixth session (document 
. • � � 

EB7/74) • 
» • 

He suQ33sted that the Board should examina first document EB7/45, "which 

gavo tho history of зvents in terms of lesisl^tion, and than the report on 

negotiations m t h UNICEF (document EB7/7
4

) ^ report of tha ¥H0 members of 

the Joint Committee on Health Policy, UNICEF/.ШО (EB7/86)• 

Dr
e
 Forrest recalled that the Third World Health Assembly had cliseussed the 

subject of long-range activities for children - i/vhich comprised most of UNICEF
1

 s 

activities but for TAÍiich UNICEF had only partial responsibility - and other 

relationships with UNICEF• During the years up to 1950, a UÎ TICEF/VilHO 

relationship had been built up. At the end of 1950 the future of UNICEF had 

been in the hands of the Gsner.al Assembly of the United Nations
 5
 -which had 

ultimately decided that the Fund should be continued in a modified form, as 

noted；in document EB7/45. In ths light of, that decision, the Board would no 

doubt be interested in the history of the various negotiations with UNICEF, iwhich 

formed an almost day-to-day function of Vi/HO (document EB7/74) • 

Document EB7/86 contained the recommendations of the members of the Board "who had 

represented Ш0 on the Joint Committee on Health Policy^ UNICEF/iTHO. 
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At the Chairman's request, Dr. HYDE presented thü report of the four VfflO 

members of the Joint Committee on Health Policy, UNICEF/ViHO, тйю had considered 

tha question of whether that comittee should be continued. 

He said, -that the group, whilst recosnizing that the administrations of the 
» • » 

two organizations had been^ able to develop desirable patterns of relationship, 

an improved atmosphere and an enlarged area of understanding, had nevertheless 

.> * » 
felt that, since the resolution of the General Assembly of the United Nations 

continued UNICEF essentially in its original form but with some他at modified 

terms of re fe renes for its projreju'no, and since it was still necessary for V/HO to 

undertake technical responsibilities for UNICEF health pro^rarames, the Joint 

Committee ‘ on Health Policy, UNICSF/liHO, should be maintained to doal with any 

further protieras of policy and programme 他ich might arise and to guide the 

development of an even closer relationship over a period of time. 

. ‘ . • � . . . ‘ ‘ 

Dr. ELIOT, Assistant Directo3>-Generq.l, Department of Advisory Seí*vices, 

called attention to certain points of interest to the Board iri the resolution of 

the General Assembly of the United Nations (document EB7/45), particularly 

paragraph (5) of the resolution (page 2). She .also pointed out that the 

Executive. Board of UNICEF had been reconstituted (pâges 6 and 7), and that the 

functions of the Fund had been broadened (page; 3)» tha Executive' Board of UNICEF 

had been given authority to carry out certain functions in accordance with" 

principles ^vhich mi
3
ht be laid d o m by the Economic and Social Council and its 

Social Commission. Paragraph 6 (c) of the resolùtion (pa
S
a 3) contained a new 

point: "That the Executive Board .shall take all nacessaiy steps to ensure close 

collaboration between the Administration of tiie Fund end the specialized agencies 

pursuant to tha agreerœnts bet術en .ths United Nations and the specialized 

agencies." 
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On pa
 ;
es 4 and 5 were set forth statements of certain policies which the 

Director-General proposed to emphasize in carrying forward the relationship with 

tJNICEFj thé points in paragraph 8.8 (ра-з 8) had been taken into consideration 

by the Ш0 members of the Joint Committee on Health Policy, UNICEF/',i/HO, in 

preparing their report,. ‘ 
t . : — — . ‘ 

In reply to a. question by Dr. HÏDE re gar-ding responsibility for convening 

meetings of tho Joint Committee, on Health Policy, Dr. ÈLIOT said it rested with 

tha Chaiman but that either organization could ask for a meeting to be called. 

Dr. ÍIYDE suggested that the. Director-General be ̂ iven autliarity- to call a 

meeting of the committee during the Fourth V/orld Health Assembly if he 

considered it desirable. 

Dr. ELIOT thought Dr. Hyde
f

 s suggestion was a good ons and that a meeting 

might be called at the time of the Health Assembly, during the eighth session 

of the Executive Board, or, as had been done the previous year, between the end 

of the Health Assembly and the Executive Board session. 

Professor CANAPERIA asked #iat "would be the relationship between the 

Executive Board of "iVHO and the governing body of UNICEF
t 

Dr. FORREST explained the nature of the procedure by which the Joint 

Committee on Health Policy, UNICEP/VIHO, had been established. He pointed out 

that UNICEF did not have en Assembly and that there had never been a written 

agreement signed by members, of the Executive Boards of both organizations. The 

Joint Committee on Health Policy was a committee of the tTO Boards) but not of 

the two Secretariats• It had been established pursuant to a resolution of the 

First World Health Assembly, and a similar resolution adopted by thj Executive 
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Board of UNICEF. Presumably the existing arrangements betwaen the two 

organizations would continue without interruption• 

Dr. RAE proposed that the draft resolution on pajes 3 and 4 of docunant 

EB7/86 should be forwarded to tho Fourth V/orld Haalth Assembly. 

" •... -.‘ 

The CHuIRMi‘N reminded the Board that, in adopt in j the draft resolution, 

they would be .approving the general policy suggested by th3 Director-Gene ral in 

document EB7/45^ and thus dealing with the two problems，the continuing needs 
• 

of children and the relations with UNICEF. 

. “ • . • .‘•• . • ... 

Decision: The draft resolution was a d o p t e d . . 


